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Nascar speed week 2020

NASCAR officials invest a lot of time and energy inspecting each car to make sure it conforms to technical regulations. These inspections occur several times during the race weekend: before the first practice, before qualifying, after qualifying if a driver wins the pole position, just before the race and
immediately after the race. What exactly are NASCAR officials looking for? In the NASCAR Nextel Cup Series, inspectors examine: Advertising The body of each car, using a number of templates. The insoles are aluminum shapes that fit and measure specific aspects of the car, including its length and
width. The height of each car is also measured to make sure it is at least 51 inches off the ground. The weight of the vehicle full of fuel, oil and water (but without driver). Cars must weigh at least 3,400 pounds, with at least 1,600 of those pounds on the right side. Clearing the ground at various points along
the length of the car, ensuring that a car does not sit too lowThe engine specifications of each car to ensure that the compression and displacement ratio adhere to the regulationsThe safety features of the car. In particular, inspectors look at seat belts and window networks to make sure they are securely
connected and working properly. Interestingly, NASCAR has no rules governing how drivers compete on the track. However, there are un-spoken rules, known as gentlemen's agreements, that most drivers follow. Knights agreements are based on honoring all drivers to compete with a certain amount of
respect and courtesy, but as you can imagine, some drivers fulfill these agreements more than others. NASCAR can penalize a driver for rough driving, so even bad guys have to be careful not to go too far. How drivers behave at pit stops is a different story. Pit stops are one of the most regulated aspects
of a NASCAR race. It begins when a driver exits the race on pit road, which is a separate road parallel to the main track. Pit roads have set speed limits -- typically 35 to 55 miles per hour -- so a driver must brake or risk being penalized. You should also park your car completely inside the pit stop
designated by the team, which is marked with yellow lines. If your car needs repairs or is leaking liquid, you must go behind the wall of the well that separates the pit stop from the equipment storage area. Otherwise, for tire changes and/or fuel spare parts, you can stay in front of the wall and let the the
working well of its magic. Only seven crew members can pass through the wall to service a car. There are two tire changers, two tire carriers, a jackman, a gas man and a catch man, who collects any gas that spills while filling up the fuel cell. NASCAR rules state that a team can use only two air guns and
one jack per stop. NASCAR officials cover rule changes and other important information in the two hours before each race. The chief crew and driver of each team are required to attend. If the meeting is lost, the driver automatically starts the race in last place, even if he qualified for pole position. Stocks
opened lower Wednesday morning as traders awaited the final results of the Georgia Senate election, which will determine control of Congress and shape policy decisions for years to come. The Fluorine Elementary Report - Global Market Trajectory &amp;; Analytics has been added to the
ResearchAndMarkets.com offer. Anzeige•101 investLead yourself for your comments. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Entdecken Sie die Finanzmärkte mit einer eine Hightech-Plattform und diversen analytischen WerkzeugenFORM 8.3 PUBLIC OPENING POSITION
DISCLOSURE/DEALING DISCLOSURE BYA PERSON WITH INTERESTS IN RELEVANT SECURITIES REPRESENT 1% O MORERule 8.3 of the Acquisition Code (the Code) 1.KEY INFORMATION (a)Full name of the communicator:Invesco Ltd. (b) Holder or liable for interest and short positions
disclosed, if different from 1(a): The appointment of nominated companies or vehicles is insufficient. For a trust, the trustees, administrators and beneficiaries must be appointed. (c) Offer/offeree name in relation to the relevant values of which this form refers: Use a separate form for each
OFFER/offereeFuture PLC (d)If an exempt fund manager connected to an ofor/offeree, status therein and specify the identity of the offeree/offeree: (e)Date position maintained/deal made:For a disclosure of opening position, indicate the last practicable date before disclosure05-01-2021 (f)In addition to
the company in 1 (c) above, does the disseminator make disclosures regarding any other part of the offer? If it is a cash offer or a possible cash offer, affirm N/ANo 2.POSITIONS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE DISCLOSURE If there are positions or rights to subscribe to disclose in more than one class
of relevant securities of the offender or offering named in 1(c), copy table 2(a) or (b) (as applicable) for each relevant additional security class. (a) Interest and short positions in the corresponding values of the offerer or offeree referred to in disclosure after the agreement (if any) Relevant security class:15p
Ordinary GB00BYZN9041 InterestShort Positions Number%% (1)Relevant values owned and/or controlled:4,4,4,44.1 268,8194.35% (2)Liquidated derivatives in cash: (3)Derivatives settled in shares (including options) and purchase and sale agreements: Total4,268,8194.35% All interest and all short
positions must be disclosed. Details of positions derived from open shares (including traded options), or agreements to buy or values, must be given in a complementary form 8 (open positions). No, no, no, no. Subscription rights for new ones (including the options of directors and other
employees) Relevant security class in relation to what subscription rights exists: Details, including the nature of the rights concerned and relevant percentages: 3.DEALINGS (IF ANY) BY THE PERSON DOING THE DISCLOSURE When there have been dealings in more than one class of relevant values
of the offering or offeree appointed in 1(c), copy table 3(a), (b), (c) or (d) (as applicable) for each additional class of relevant security treated. The currency of all prices and other monetary amounts must be indicated. (a) Purchases and sales Relevant security classPurchase/saleNumber of securitiesPrige
per unit 15p OrdinarySale69,15718.20 GBP (b)Cash liquidated derivatives operations Relevant security class Product description, for example. CFDNature deal with, for example, opening/closing a long/short position, increasing/reducing a long/short positionNumber of reference valuesPrice per unit
(c)Transactions derived liquidated in shares (including options) (i)Writing, sale, purchase or variable class of relevant security Product Description, for example, call optionWriting, purchase, sale, etc. Number of values referred to in the Price For UnitType option, for example, American, European, etc.
Expiry dateD opposition money paid/ received per unit (ii)Relevant security exercise class Product description, for example. call optionExercision/ exercised againstNumber of securitiesExercise price per unit (d)Other operations (including the subscription of new securities) Relevant security classNatura to
treat, for example, subscription, conversionDetailsPreu per unit (if applicable) 4.OTHER INFORMATION (a)Compensation and other agreements of treatment Details of any compensation or agreement of option, or any agreement or understanding, formal or informal, relating to relevant values that may be
an induction to treat or refrain from dealing with signed by the person making the disclosure and any part of the offer or anyone acting in concert with a portion of the offer: commitments and letters of irrevocable intentions should not be included. If there are no such agreements, agreements or
understandings, chief (b)Agreements, agreements or understandings relating to options or derivatives Details of any agreement, agreement or understanding, formal or informal, between the person making the disclosure and any other person related to:(i) the voting rights of any relevant title under any
option; o(ii) voting rights or the acquisition or future disposal of relevant securities referred to in any derivative:If there are no such agreements, agreements or understandings, Cape Status (c)Attachments is a supplementary form 8 (open positions) attached?NO Date of namePhilippa Holmes Phone+44
1491 417447 Public disclosures under Rule 8 of the Code must be made to a Regulatory Information Service. The Panel Market Surveillance Unit is available for consultation in relation to the code's disclosure requirements on +44 (0)20 7638 0129. The Code can be seen on the Panel's website at
www.thetakeoverpanel.org.uk.Neurolief, a neurotechnology innovator, today announces the findings of the RIME USA pivotal trial demonstrating the safety and efficacy of Relivion®, a new external brain neuromodulation system for the self-administered treatment of migraine. The study learned all its end
points with statistical significance. The European Union (EU) has carried out a months-long shopping campaign to secure vaccines to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. In June, the EU created a team of experts from the bloc's 27 member states to negotiate together with vaccine manufacturers the
advance purchase of COVID-19 plans, with a budget of about 2 billion euros (2.4 billion euros). This followed criticism from member states in Germany, France, Italy and the Netherlands, which that month had reached an agreement with AstraZeneca on the supply of up to 400 million doses of its vaccine
candidate. Anzeige•InfinitiKloudThank you for your comments. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Ich habe fast garlic auf meinem computer verloren - Gerät hat mich gerettet dies! They'll help you start off 2021 rightDowning Strategic Micro-Cap Investment Trust Plc LEI Code:
213800QMYPUW4POFFX69 Net Asset Value The Company announces: Total Assets (including unaudited revenue reserves) at 05 January 2021£40.60mNet Assets (including unaudited revenue reserves) at 05 January 2021£40.60mNumber of shares in issue (excluding treasury):52,759,321 The Net
Asset Value (NAV) per share at 05 January 2021 was: Per Ordinary share (bid price) - including unaudited current period revenue *76.96pPer Ordinary share (bid price) - excluding current period revenue *76.14p Ordinary share price 61.00pPremium/(Discount) to NAV (including current period revenue)
(20.74%) * Current period revenue covers the period 01/03/2020 to 05/01/2021Mechelen, Belgium; 6 January 2021, 15.30 CET – Galapagos NV (Euronext &amp; NASDAQ: GLPG) will participate in the 39th Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference on January 11-14 , 2021. Onno van de Stolpe, CEO,
will present on Thursday, January 14 at 3.10 p.m. CET (09.10 h EST). The presentation will be a live audio webcast and can be accessed through the following link. A reproduction of the webcast will be available on the Galapagos website in www.glpg.com. About GalápagosGalapagos NV discovers and
develops drugs of small molecules with new modes of action, several of which show results patients and are currently under late-stage development in multiple diseases. Our pipeline comprises discovery through Phase 3 3 programs fibrosis and other indications. Our ambition is to become a leading
global biopharmaceutic company focused on the discovery, development and marketing of innovative medicines. More information at www.glpg.com. Investor Contacts:Elizabeth GoodwinVP Investor Relations +1 781 460 1784 Sofie Van GijselSenior Investor Relations+32 485 19 14 15ir@glpg.com
Media:Carmen VroonenGlobal Head Communications &amp; Public Affairs+32 4 73 824 874 Anna GibbinsSenior Director of Therapeutic Areas Communications+44 7717 801900 communications@glpg.com Forward-looking statements This press release includes forward-looking statements within the
meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, as amended, subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could make actual results differ materially from those referred to in forward-looking statements and therefore the reader should not unduly rely on them. These risks,
uncertainties and other factors include, without limitation, the risk that ongoing and future clinical studies with Galapagos compounds may not be completed within the currently planned deadlines or at all, the inherent uncertainties associated with competitive developments, clinical trial activities and
product development and regulatory approval requirements (including that data from ongoing and planned clinical research programs cannot support the registration or additional development of the compounds of Galapagos due to safety, efficacy or other reasons), Galápagos' reliance on collaborations
with third parties and Galapagos estimates about its compound development programme and the commercial potential of Galapagos compounds may be incorrect , as well as the risks and uncertainties identified in our Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2019 and our
subsequent filings with the SEC. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be considered forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained herein are based on management's current expectations and beliefs and speak only as of the date herein,
and Galapagos undertakes no obligation to publicly update or publish any review of forward-looking statements in order to reflect new information or subsequent events, circumstances or changes in expectations. Galápagos attachment to present at the 39th Annual Conference of J.P. Morgan
HealthcareAnzeige•ParshipThank you for your comments. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Wer passt zu dir am Besten? Jetzt matches Erhalten. 51% Frauen 49% Männer.Fortistar, a privately owned investment company that provides capital to build, grow and companies
addressing complex sustainability challenges, announced today that it has joined a capital investment of up to $157 million in BayoTech, Inc., an emerging emerging one leader in on-site hydrogen production, which was led by Newlight Partners LP. The funding round includes existing investors
Cottonwood Technology Funds and the New Mexico State Investment Council under a fund managed by Sun Mountain Capital. The funds will be used to accelerate BayoTech's strategic growth through product development, project development and infrastructure expansion.BizVibe has added detailed
company profiles to its commercial and service industry machinery manufacturing category. GM's domestic deliveries returned to growth even as average transaction prices rose and the company flagged incentives. Anzeige•KoreTrakThank you for your comments. We will eliminate this and make the
necessary changes. Warum swollen Senioren more Smartwatch für 49€ mit Gesundheitsmonitoring-Funktion unbedingt haben? HempFusion Wellness Inc. (English) (HempFusion or the Company) is pleased to announce that it has completed its initial public offering of 7,000,000 common shares of the
Company (the Shares Offered) at a price of USD $1.00 per share offered (the offer price) for gross profits of USD $7.7.00 000,000 (the Share Offer) and 10,000,000 units of the Company (the Units) at the Offer Price per Unit for gross profits of USD $10,000,000 (the Unit Offer and collectively with Offer of
Action , the Offer). Hudson Insurance Group (Hudson) today announced the completion of a business transfer agreement with Validus Specialty Underwriting Services, Inc. for the transfer of renewal rights to a select portfolio of varied professional liability, financial liability entities and management civil
liability policies. The agreement also includes the transfer of ten employees to Hudson on January 1, 2021.daVinci Payments today published a new national study revealing that women's and men's buying behaviors are more similar than ever. Anzeige•CommerzbankLead you for your comments. We will
eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Unser kostenloses Girokontos bietet mehr: 50 € Startguthaben², den vollen Überblick in der Banking App, Zahlen mit Virtual Debit Card und mehr'Anem to rely on teachers, instead of algorithms'The Mayor of London also signalled his desire to impose
£3.50 a day of limit charge on motorists entering the sales company Greater LondonFrench Wide Management has embarked on the crime-noir of Charles Officer Akilla's , that the world premiered at the Toronto Film Festival. The film is headed by poet-musician-actor Saul Williams, who also collaborated
with Massive Attack's Robert Del Naja to create the original score. Williams stars in the film as Akilla Brown, a 40-year-old drug dealer [...] HeuteThank you for your comments. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Mit diesem simplen Tipp können Sie beim Hörgeräte-Kauf 1,500 €
sparenKim lauded party party to ensure stability during the pandemic (Bloomberg) -- The volatile South African currency caught Citigroup Inc. in a misguided bet in one day. The New York-based lender recommended a short dollar position against the rand on Monday, betting that the South African
currency would strengthen alongside emerging market peers as uncertainty around fiscal stimulus in the US weighed on the dollar. Instead, the rand sank more than 2% this Tuesday as traders worried about a resurgence of coronavirus infections and the possibility of tighter lockout restrictions in South
Africa, bringing it above the level at which it triggered a halt in the position. The odds were already stacked against trade, based on historical data. The rand has weakened against the dollar in January in seven of the last 10 years, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. It takes a brave analyst to bet
against appreciation of the dollar against 'the rattler' in January, said Warrick Butler, the Johannesburg-based head of currency trading at Standard Bank in a note to clients. That's the nature of the beast, he said. Citigroup strategists, including London-based Luis Costa, entered trading at 14.52 rand,
pointing to a move to 13.57. Instead, the currency weakened past the standoff level of 15.05 on Tuesday and extended the decline on Wednesday, sliding 0.9% to 15.1290 by 4:27 p.m.m. in Johannesburg.Costa did not immediately respond to Bloomberg's message seeking comment. The next levels to
consider for the dollar-rand cross are 15.15 and 15.35, with a breach of the latter sign of further losses until 4.10pm, said Butler.READ: Citi Comes in short USDZAR Trade on Rand Outperformance hopes (Rand Move Updates in sixth paragraph)For more articles like this, please visit us at
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to go ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P. The alliance will provide diagnostic imaging® educational opportunities and expand the current scope of its editorial content
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